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I. What speed limitation?
A lot of potential block-and-pin u-joint applications

are turned over to cross-type (cardan) u-joints because it is
assumed that the rotating speed is too fast for B/P types. But
by specifying cross-type joints, you may not be getting the
most work for your buck. Here is why:

At Curtis Universal, we put an absolute speed limit of
3000 rpm (at small angles of attack)
on our B/P joints. However,
this turns out to be not nearly so
limiting as one might suppose
because it covers almost all u-joint
applications that are not direct
drives from 3,600-rpm motors.
This includes gear drives, reducer
outputs, conveyors, all manner of
mechanical linkages, blenders, mills, hoists, cranks, mixers,
and actuators. Even a lot of variable-speed direct-motor
applications qualify. Remember, if it is torque that you are
transmitting, think B/P joints first.
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2. Let's talk misalignment—big misalignment
A B/P u-joint is not

a flexible shaft, but some-
times it can act like one. A
single B/P joint can handle
up to 35 degrees of mis-
alignment between two
shafts. Two joints linked
together in series can ac-
commodate 70 degrees of
misalignment. The typical
cross-type joint can only
manage about 20 degrees
of misalignment.

So, when the misalign-
ment is deep into double
digits, think B/P joints
first.

Up to 70 degrees
of total

misalignment

3. When it comes to torque, block-and-pin
joints take a backseat to nobody.

There is a reason why rebuilding cross-type joints is big business: Insert one in a
high-torque application and it won't last. In drives from mowers to conveyors, torques are
simply too high.

Inch for inch, our B/P joints carry far more torque than the typical cross-type joint!
That is an extraordinary advantage. So, when you encounter one of the conditions shown
below, think B/P joints first.

Application Characteristics
for B/P u-joints

D High breakaway torques
D Unexpected overloads
D Machine jams
D High initial loads
D Infrequent use
D Process materials tend to accumulate
D Marine/petrochemical environments
D Inaccessability
D Weight saving
D Marginal maintenance



4. Don't leave home without it.
Some days, a little creativity

is needed to make a driving and
driven shaft come together. Some-
how, someone got the shaft size
a little bit wrong and you've got
three hours to bring it all together.

Make the rabbit that you pull out of your
hat one of our standard Curtis u-joints that can be
machined on the spot to slide onto the mismatching
shafts. Take our stock joint with the capacity to match
the application requirements, take ten minutes to bore it to
the shaft specifications, and you are in business.

If you are expecting the unexpected in an application,
maybe it's best if you take along a u-joint that is capable of it's

own trickery. A Curtis u-joint that
incorporates a sliding spline can

accommodate shaft displace-
ment as well as misalignment.
Add a second joint to the end
of it and you can almost make the
torque turn a corner. So, where an appli-
cation has a chance to toss you a curve ball,
think B/P joints first.
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5. Fail-safe |.. wherfla u-joint absolutely,
positively must perform

Some rotating applications
simply must work when you need
them to work. Failure is not an op-
tion. The list of these drives includes
elevators and cranes, valves in critical
cooling and steam systems, controls
for process supplies, as well as the
controls for a huge number of per-
sonnel safety systems.

Curtis universal joints have a
history of working well in conditions
where the u-joint must absolutely
perform. For instance, they are the
standard of safe operation on a num-
ber of military applications—and are

written into the specifications because of
their safety record. For instance, on the
Bradley tank, Curtis u-joints are "Critical
Safety Items" on the steering column; on
aircraft carriers, they are on the "Staunch
System" that raises and lowers the life
line around the perimeter of the elevator
deck. Other examples include complex
linkages for submarine ballasts, feed
systems for gun drives on fighter aircraft,
and the refueling boom shown on page
one of this newsletter.

So, when you have an application
that cannot, must not fail under any cir-
cumstances, think B/P joints first.
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Getting the package right... every time
Packaging equipment is
one of the most demanding
applications for rotating
mechanical components
because operation is often
never ending... and creative.

Creativity comes into play
with how the materials to
be packaged are handled
and protected. Often an
extraordinary sequence of
motions are required for
items to be processed (filled,
capped, labeled), oriented,
loaded into containers, and then sealed—at speeds of several hundred items per minute.

To execute these complex motions, designers of packaging machines have to think in
3-D, then come up with the conveyors, chutes, grippers, lifts, and labelers to do the job.
(They pretty much invented the unusual cam device known as the "Geneva mechanism"
to handle precise custom motions of product.)

Multi Cell Packaging of Lawrenceville, GA, turned to Curtis Universal to supply them
with universal joints that can meet the demands for both productivity and flexibility of
movement. As one might expect of a packaging company, their specifications were not
exactly "off the shelf." Multi Cell uses a 3/4-in. u-joint that has a 3/8-in. square drive
on one end and a 3/8-in. round bore on the other, with a cross pin through the hub.
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